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are those of Kizil Innak, Yeshil Irmak and Sakkaria in
the Black Sea littoral, Su Sighirli in the Marmara lit-
toral, Kediz and Menderez in the Arehipelago littoral and
Sihun and Jihun in the Mediterranean littoral. The
more utilizable small basins are those of Philios in the
Black Sea littoral, Kionan, Bigha and Kuchuk Menderez
in the Marmara littoral, BaMr Chai, and Kuehnk Men-
derez in the Archipelago littoral, Dalnian, Akchai, Du-
den Chai, Ak Su near Antalia, Kiopru Su near old Alita-
lia and Sukat Chai and especially Berdan in the Adana
plain.
Because of their potential use as reservoirs at a small
initial outlay, a few Anatolian lakes are of considerable
importance. The rivers are torrentlike, capable of fur-
nishing a valuable water supply if harnessed. It is true
that owing to their topographical situation, some of
these lakes cannot be utilized as reservoirs. Many of
them are large enough to be utilized for reservoirs as
well as for navigation purposes. For instance, Lakes
Karaviram and Beyshehr, in addition to draining the
Konia plain, can also be utilized for navigation purposes.
Sailing vessels already in use in Beyshehr could be re-
placed by steamships. Among other lakes suitable for
both purposes are Lakes Manios, Simav, Marmarajik,
Egerdir, Van, Tuz; Apollon and Amik provide an example
of the smaller basins. Unfortunately, electric power can
be obtained only from Lakes Iznik and Sapanja.
In Syria there is a narrow strip of hinterland, running
north and south, divided by the rivers Sheria and Ayas;
the former an interior basin; the latter forming a basin
by turning westward after approaching the sea littoral.
In spite of the fact that these rivers are small, they
are of real utility because favored by the climate there
can be produced yearly valuable crops, such as oranges,
mandarins, and lemons. The Elujeh is important
because it might be used to irrigate the Jaffa plain. The

